Based on Wellington’s
Level under the
COVID-19 protection
framework

Precinct
wide

GREEN

House (MPs)
(on the basis
that all MPs
will be fully
vaccinated)

House
Tours (from
(Public
1/1/2022)
Gallery)
(Gathering Rules)
(Gathering
rules)

Select
DRAFT Events, venues,
Committees
cafes, and other
(on precinct)
hospitality areas
(Hospitality rules)

Staff (PS/OOC/DIA/
DPMC/PCO/NEMA)

Visitors/meetings/
Press Gallery members
(including associates and
ancillary)

Full MP numbers
allowed in the
house.

Open to
vaccinated
persons with
no limits,
masked at all
levels.

Subject to select
committees regular
power to determine
the format of their
meetings, vaccinated
persons may attend
select committee
meetings in person.

Employers will decide which roles or
workspaces require mandating
vaccinations.

Swipe card passes will be updated for
those who are vaccinated, with access via
all normal entrances to regular areas.

Swipe card passes will be updated to
allow vaccinated staff members their
regular access.

Vaccinated non pass holders will be
required to display a vaccination
certificate before entry.

Non-vaccinated staff will have entry
access via the main entrance of the
buildings only, be required to provide
evidence of a negative test taken no
more than 7 days prior, and will be
limited to strictly necessary movement
around their workspace They will have
no access to the basement including
internal car-parking.

Non-vaccinated persons will be required
to provide evidence of a negative test
taken no more than 7 days prior to
access buildings via main entrance only,
at invitation of member or staff member,
who will escort them to a meeting room,
and return them to the exit. This will be
via the shortest route - not via any event
or hospitality venue. They will have no
access to the basement including internal
car-parking.

No masks are
required.

Tours operating for
vaccinated persons as
normal.
School visits will
operate as per normal
with all adults and
children (over 12
years and 3 months)
vaccinated.

Masks are to
be worn
while moving
around
precinct at all
levels.

Full MP numbers
allowed in the
house.

ORANGE

Masks required.

60 MPS in seats
in chamber plus
galleries open to
MPs for their use.

RED

Masks required.

Open to
vaccinated
persons only
with 1 metre
limits.

Closed to
public.

Tours up to 15 people
operating for
vaccinated persons.
School visits will
operate broken into
groups of 15, with all
adults and children
(over 12 years and 3
months) vaccinated.
Tours will not operate.

No limits on gathering
sizes, vaccination
certificates are to be
used.

Any unvaccinated
person making a
submission shall
provide evidence of a
negative test taken no
more than 7 days prior.
The maximum
occupancy of any select
committee room when
an unvaccinated
person is present is 10
persons including
members, staff and
submitters.
Same as green.

In the TSB Building, non-vaccinated staff
will be restricted to the floor where they
work.

Same as green.

No non-vaccinated people will be
permitted in the Chamber, the Grand Hall
or the LCC, and the corridors between
them.

Virtual select
committees operating.

If vaccination certificates
are used, gatherings of
100 people, seated and
separated. Guidance will
be provided on how many
people can be
accommodated with
distancing in each
parliamentary venues.

*Vaccinated – for the purposes of this document means someone able to present a vaccination certificate (or a swipe access card which has been updated - which will require full vaccination).
This system will be reviewed on or before 31 March 2022.

Groups (eg. Political parties, Press
Gallery, ministerial offices) who decide to
only allow vaccinated persons in their
areas including shared spaces and
corridors do not have to wear masks
within these specific areas.

